Metropolitan Aviation Voted #1 Charter Jet
Service in Northern Virginia
October 7, 2013
MANASSAS, VA
(RPRN) 10/07/13 —
Virginia aviation firm
chosen as best in

industry for 2nd year
running

Metropolitan Aviation, a
Virginia-based private jet
management and charter
company, was chosen
again as the #1 charter jet service in Northern Virginia by more than 25,000 voters. Virginia
Living, the most-widely read lifestyle magazine in the state with a readership of over 500,000,
has an annual “Best of Virginia” issue in which readers chose the best of each industry.
Metropolitan Aviation is proud to have received the Virginia Living honor in both 2012 and 2013.
The charter jet company will continue to provide the same consistent and unique service that
earned the company such acclaim the past two years.
Says Jacquie Dalton, Chief Operating Office of Metropolitan Aviation, “To be chosen two years in
a row is gratifying, no doubt about it. We work very hard to provide our clients with great service
they’ll remember. The Virginia Living award is further evidence our efforts are appreciated – by
our clients as well as the community at large.”
Metropolitan Aviation operates on the principles of integrity, experience and a paramount
commitment to safety. Clients have come to expect and appreciate the company’s dedicated
flight crew and customer service representatives backed by superior maintenance and ground
personnel. Two captain-qualified pilots crew each flight, with trained cabin attendants present on
all longer-cabin airplanes, ensuring the highest level of safety and performance.
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